
The makeup of THREE smartly incorporates the up-to-date style.

The focus has always been on translucence and texture.

The translucent colors, created solely based on luster and radiance,

blend with any skin tone to add dimension, layer after layer.

The smooth, soothing texture brings true, vibrant colors

and the sheer joy of makeup.

Make the choice based on inspiration and the face transforms

to one filled with sophistication and stylishness.

New basics originating from style.

That is the key to THREE’s point makeup.

The new basics of playing with style

C O N C E P T

P O I N T  M A K E U P



THREE Dimensional Vision Eye Palette
NEW COLORS   4 types✫/9 in total   6,500 yen each (excluding tax)

H o w  t o  u s e
Express your unique beauty with the next evolution of colors and textures. What colors should you use? How many 
colors should you use? What order should you apply them in? THREE gives you the flexibility to tailor the answers 
to your mood and personal style. Discover a new you with makeup and find that perfect balance for the day.

As if to embellish yourself with crystals. An eye palette to open 
the door for infinite possibilities to express yourself.
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DA N C E
A reflective powder that gives 
a more refined look in light

A M I C A B L E
A glossy creamy texture

L I LT
Chrystal powder that sparkles

 in three dimensions

TO N I C
A deep and subdued

 matte-based powder

O N E  O F  T H E  I D E A S  T O  E N J O Y  M A K E U P

Use brush (b) or your finger to 
blend the shadow across the 
eye area, except the inner 
corner.

Use brush (a) to layer the shine 
base over your entire eye 
section, except the inner corner.

Use brush (a) to create layers of 
shine concentrated over the 
inner corner of your eyelid. Use 
brush (d) for areas that require 
more detail.

Use brush (c) to enhance the 
shadow on the lower edge and 
outer corner of your eyelid.
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THREE Eye Dimensional Quad Palette
3 types   6,000 yenn each (excluding tax) 

Multi-purpose eye palette to refine by far the skin texture and depth of your 
expressive face.
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S t e p 3 .  S H I M M E R I N G  C O L O R  V E I L  S TAT E M E N T

Use an acorn brush or the included brush (c) to 
layer and apply 2-A from the edge of your eye in 
the direction of your eyelid. Next, layer and 
apply 2-B on the edge and 1/3 outer corner of
your eyelids you want to emphasize.

Apply Shimmering Color Veil Statement all around your eyelid
with Color Veil Brush.

[Shimmering Color Veil Statement]
Loose-type eye color radiating refined brilliance.

〈 H o w  t o  u s e〉

〈 2 - A〉

〈 2 - B〉

As a multi-purpose palette for adding definition to skin
1. Base color/ Apply on C-zone or T-zone as natural highlight.
2. Definition color/ Apply on nose, cheek bone, and temple for shading, or as eyebrow color.
4. Surface color/ Apply on C-zone, T-zone, or on your cheek as a luxurious highlight.

S t e p 2 .  D E F I N I T I O N

Use the included brush (a) to layer the base on 
your eyelid. Balance the texture so the next eye 
color layered will give you a polished luminosity 
and foggy finish.

S t e p 1 .  B A S E
Use the included brush (a) to apply the center 
of the entire eyelid. Use the included brush (b) 
on delicate area such as the inner corner of 
your eye. Perfect as top coating of your eye 
makeup and to give a profound glow.

S t e p 4 .  S U R FA C E



THREE Shimmering Color Veil Statement
18 shades   3,500 yen each (excluding tax)

Show your feelings on your eyelids with a refined luminous powder veil.
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THREE Sub Tone Defining Eye Pencil
5 shades   2,200 yen each (excluding tax)

This eye pencil plays the key role in creating a dimensional and translucent 
impression in the eyes. 
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Simply add layers. Quickly achieve gorgeous three-dimensional eye makeup.

1  
S U B  T O N E  D E F I N I N G  E Y E  P E N C I L  0 4

Draw on the eyelid with an eye pencil.
Be sure to draw more thickly on the 
lash line and side near the outer corner 
of the eye.

2

Create a base by brushing from the
outer corner inwards and from the 
inner corner outwards towards the 
center.

S H I M M E R I N G  C O LO R  V E I L  S TAT E M E N T  
0 2・0 8
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Blend in a color veil from the center of 
the eyelid to the right and left, add a 
second color from the inner corner to 
create a gradation.

Liquid eye shadow with pearls in different sizes that add vibrancy to the matte 
texture.
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THREE Alchemist-twist for Eye
10 shades   3,500 yen each (excluding tax)

Eye gloss with dazzling pearls like whispers that give the eyelids a dewy, glowing 
radiance.
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THREE Whisper Gloss for Eye
12 shades   3,300 yen each (excluding tax)

Smooth, tough and stays beautiful.
Pencil eyeliner that keeps the outline of the eyes in place.
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THREE Crystal Vision Intensive Eyeliner
3 shades   2,800 yen each (excluding tax)



Felt tip with the steady base and a fine, flexible tip.
Just like drawing with a brush, it is easy to create any lines, 
and the beautiful color lasts for hours.
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THREE Indestructible Eyeliner
NEW   8 shades   3,500 yen each (excluding tax)

THREE Pressed Eyebrow Duo
3 types (2 shades per type)   3,500 yen each (excluding tax)

This palette of eyebrow powder contains two tones that complement the eyebrow 
color of any woman.
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THREE Lasting Eyebrow Pencil
3 shades   Refill   2,000 yen each (excluding tax)/Holder   1,500 yen (excluding tax)

This cartridge-type eyebrow pencil has been designed to specifically match the 
eyebrow color of any woman.
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THREE Atmospheric Definition Mascara
4 shades   4,000 yen each (excluding tax)

Nuanced color mascara that gives expression even to the color of your pupils and 
depth.
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THREE Nuance Eyebrow Mascara
3 shades   3,200 yen each (excluding tax)

This mascara is designed to beautifully groom the brows while giving them a 
natural shine and fullness.
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The eye liner draws lines adding an extra degree of expression to the eyes with 
varied textures.

THREE Mesmerizing Performance Eyeliner Pencil
9 shades   3,000 yen each (excluding tax)



THREE Cheeky Chic Blush
10 shades   3,000yen each (excluding tax)

A powder cheek that balances color and transparency to perfection with its clear 
tints and silky veil of luster.
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THREE Epic Mini Dash
9 shades   3,000 yen each (excluding tax)

Fresh cheek tint with a new texture that resembles a whipped juicy gel oil. It can be 
also used as lip color.
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THREE Lip Conscious Protector
1 type   2,800 yen (excluding tax)   SPF35/PA+++   UV absorber-free

Lip base that protects the delicate thin skin of the lips from UV damage.

THREE Lyrical Lip Bloom
15 shades   3,500 yen each (excluding tax)

A lip color with a new “raw matte” texture that brings the smoothness of the skin to 
your lips.
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Dare yourself to express your identity with matte lipsticks.

THREE Daringly Distinct Lipstick
9 shades   3,900 yen each (excluding tax)
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THREE Shimmering Lip Jam
15 shades   3,000 yen each (excluding tax)

Long-lasting glamour with shimmery and vibrant colors. `LIP JAM' makes 
luxurious lips possible.
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Glow lipsticks that blend in with the natural color of your lips, to freely express your 
feeling.

THREE Daringly Demure Lipstick
9 shades   3,900 yen each (excluding tax)
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THREE Refined Control Lip Pencil
7 shades   2,500 yen each (excluding tax)

This multi-purpose lip item can be used as a lip liner, lip base, or even a lipstick.
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THREE Nail Polish Basecoat
1,800 yen (excluding tax)

This basecoat smooths out any irregularities of contour or pigment, helping polish 
cling to your nails while creating a smooth, translucent finish that boosts the 
staying power of your polish.

C LO U D L E S S  M O R N I N G

THREE Nail Polish Topcoat
3 types   1,800 yen each (excluding tax)

A top coat applied over your nail color to boost luster and staying power.
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THREE Botanical Essence Nail Polish Remover
10 sachets (1 wipe per sachet)   1,000 yen (excluding tax)

A cotton mesh liberally infused with remover lavishly enriched with botanical oils 
ensures that even stubborn nail polish comes off smoothly.

Effortless color nuance embellishes your fingertips to match your 
personality.

THREE Nail Polish
NEW COLORS   7 shades✫/17 in total   1,800 yen each (excluding tax)
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THREE Magic Touch Lip Writer
Limited edition   5 shades   3,200 yen each (excluding tax)

Like colorful scenery looking clearer in the bright sunlight.
Twist-up lip crayons for imparting clear color and glossy texture to the lips.
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Single brush that can create a wide variety of expressions from a
delicate touch to a striking look, for everything from minute points to
the entire eyelid.

THREE Color Veil Statement Brush M
Material: Weasel, brown squirrel   3,500 yen (excluding tax)

Very small brush that can draw eye shadow as well as delicate lines.
Perfect for detailed expressions.

THREE Color Veil Statement Brush SS
Material: Weasel, brown squirrel   3,000 yen (excluding tax)

Perfect for creating natural gradations over the entire eyelid. Flexible 
use for anything from soft expressions to striking looks.

THREE Color Veil Statement Brush L
Material: Weasel, brown squirrel   3,900 yen (excluding tax)

Brush for a swift stroke to integrate the creamy eye colors with your
eyelids. Easy-to use yet sophisticated round design.

THREE Acorn Dimensional Brush
Material: Weasel, PBT   3,500 yen (excluding tax)

Brush for smoothing out lines and eye shadow. Hold the brush
vertically when smoothing out the eyeliner drawn on the eyelid to
easily add shadows.

THREE Blend in Brush (Round)
Material: Weasel, horse   3,000 yen (excluding tax)

Brush for smoothing out lines and eye shadow. The angled brush fits
perfectly in the eyelid and spreads color softly over the lid.

THREE Blend in Brush (Angle)
Material: Pine squirrel   3,200 yen (excluding tax)

Draw eye shadow and eyeliner exactly as intended. Perfect for 
adding colors at specific points.

THREE Color Veil Statement Brush S
Material: Weasel, brown squirrel   3,200 yen (excluding tax)

Brush with just the right firmness to add perfect finishing touches to
brows, naturally smudging pencil lines and spreading on powder.

THREE Eyebrow Brush
Material: Water badger   3,000 yen (excluding tax)

Used as a mascara comb, to tame unruly brows, or to blend pencil
strokes, it makes your lashes and brows look lovely.

THREE Screw Brush
Material: Nylon   1,400 yen (excluding tax)

The soft and moist texture will leave you spellbound. A gentle sweep
on the cheeks adds a natural color that seems to melt into your skin.

THREE Color Veil Blusher Brush
Material: Gray squirrel, Sokoho goat   6,000 yen (excluding tax)

Gently-sloping U-curve bristles fit your lip contours perfectly. They
smoothly reach even the corners of your lips to create precise lines.

THREE Lip Brush H
Material: PBT   3,000 yen (excluding tax)

Edge-free design that keeps the supporting columns from touching
the eyelids. Catches all the lashes from the roots to create beautiful
curls with only a light squeeze.

THREE Eyelash Curler
1,200 yen (excluding tax)

Antibacterial pencil sharpener. Has two hole sizes for sharpening 
thick and thin pencils.

THREE Pencil Sharpener N
700 yen (excluding tax)


